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‘,1 The present ‘invention relates to gaseous-‘discharge de 
vices and to electrical systems for operating the same, 
being more particularly directed to gaseous-discharge 
?ashtubes of the type useful to produce ?ash illumination 
in stroboscopic systems, ?ash-photography systems ‘and 
the like. 7 - . 

It is desirable in many stroboscopic and ?ash-photog 
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raphy systems and the‘ like to provide a source of ?ash " 
illumination that has a small illumination'area of high 
uniform’ ?ash intensity. Prior-art light ‘sources have 
sacri?ced light e?iciency through the reductionv of gas 
pressure required for reasonably low operating, voltages, 
and by the darkening of the walls of the ?ashtube through 
the sputtering of electrode material or, in 'the case of 
small-size ?ashtubes, the cracking of the ?ashtubes. 
While stroboscopes utilizing relatively high-pressure gas 
discharge tubes operating with voltages of the order of 
'a‘ few thousand volts have been most'successful, they 
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have, none-the-less, demanded a compromise between ' 
gas pressure and voltage that provided adequate tube 
life‘ but reduced light ei?ciency. > 
<An object of the present invention is to provide a new 
and'improved gaseous-discharge device and system for 
operating the same that permits the utilization of higher 
gas pressures and lower operating voltages and that 
provides increased light-illumination e?iciency. 

There has also existed the problem in the ?ashtube 
_ art of providingrsubstantial uniformity of illumination in 
the complete discharge region between the anode and 
vcathode of the gaseous-discharge device. The discharges, 
moreover, have a tendency to wander and frequently 
produce ?ickering operation, particularly when repeti 
tively ?ashed in high-speed stroboscopes and the like and 
particularly when the envelope wall regions. of the tube 
are considerably spaced from the anode and cathode and 
‘cannot thus assist in con?ning a discharge therebetween. 

A,.further object of the present invention, accordingly, 
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is. to‘ provide a novel gaseous-discharge device and elec 
trical system for operating the same that shall not be 
subject to these disadvantages and that, to the contrary, 
‘shall provide uniform illumination over the complete dis 
;charge region without wandering or ?ickering of the 
: discharge. ‘ I 

Still an additional object is to provide such, a novel 
discharge device andv system of dimensions su?iciently 
small to enable the utilization of the device as‘ a point 
or line source of high-intensity ?ash illumination. 
f, In“ summary, the results. of the present invention‘ are 
attained through the utilization of a plurality "of trigger 
electrodes successively disposed in the space between the 
vanode,ari'd.cathode of a gaseous-dischargefdevice' and 

"nnected by“, a plurality of electrical connectionsLto a 

'ningan isolating impedance.v Preferred constructional 
ta" s and'o'ther vfeatures lareyhereinafter treated. " - 

"th the"'accompanying drawings Figfl 'of‘whichais -a 
if» 1' ;perspective view of agaseous-dischargew?ashtubei'éblpi 
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, oinrnon trigger-"circuit, eachelectri‘calconnectionv con 

_ , l'isoiating'impedance between the trig-geeelcgtrode 35 d 

h'e'l inventiofi'fwill now be d'escribedin- connection 70‘ 
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structed in accordance with‘ a preferred embodiment, the 
view being partly cut away to illustrate details of con 
struction; V ; ; a , , 

Fig. 2 is a schematic circuit diagram illustratinga. J 
preferred electrical system for operating the ?ashtube of 
Fig. 1; ' . > 

Fig. 3 ‘is a longitudinal section of a modi?ed ?ashtube; 
Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 2 of a further modi 

?cation; ~ . 

,Fig. 5 is a side, elevation illustrating amounting struc-' 
ture ‘and "electrical, connection; and > i w ' 

‘Fig. 6 is. au‘e'nd elevation of the electrical connection 
ofFig.5. ' J 

The ?ashtube isvshown‘ havingia glass," fused quartz 
or similar light-transparent envelope 1 within which the 
gaseous medium, such as xenon and the like, may be 
sealed, as, for example, by closing oh the gas-?ll inlet 
‘tube 3,, in the bottom wall'of the envelope 1. For the 
purposes of high-speed stroboscopes and the like, it is 
preferable that the gas be maintained at'a high pressure , 
of the order ofsay one-half to three atmospheres, more 
or less. ‘An anode electrode 5 and a cathode electrode ' 
7, preferably both of, thesame-construction, are sup 
ported spaced from the adjacent envelope Wall regions _ 
‘bounding the space therebetween and spaced from one, 
another within the envelope 1 by conductive supports 
9 and 11 that communicate with pins 15 and“ 17 extend- _ 
'ing outside the base of the envelope through the-bottom 
wall thereof. The cathode 7 and the anode 5 are pref 
erably both of the'sintered cold-cathode type disclosed a 
in my prior United States Letters Patent No. 2,492,142.. 
issued December 27, 1949, and they are illustrated in‘ 
'Fig. 1 as substantially similar rectangular-surface“pills,‘ 
disposed substantially parallel to one another. " Such 
sintered electrodes are capable of withstanding the high' ' 
temperatures inherent in the operation of closely spaced , 
electrodes at substantial voltages in a high-pressure gas. 

Disposed within the space between the substantially’, 
parallel opposing surfaces of the anode 5 and the’ cathode 
7 are a plurality of probe-type trigger or control elec 
trodes 21, 23, 25, 27 and 29, as of tungsten, illustrated I 
as substantially linear electrodes. vWhile ?ve such trig- . 
ger electrodes are illustrated, more or less trigger elec-, 
trodes may be employed consistent with the separation ‘ , 
between the anode 5 and the cathode 7 and’the hereinn l' 
after described required discharge-conducting or guiding ‘ 
‘function of the plurality of trigger electrodes.v In‘j‘ac I 
cordance with the'pr'esent invention, a voltage is applied . ; _ 
between the anode‘5 and the cathode 7 that isof'ritsélf T .lz‘j 
insu?icient to produce a discharge therebetween through _ 

" the gas. A trigger impulse is thus applied to break down“. " ‘ ‘I 

the gas in the'n'eighborho'od of eitherthe' anode“5_'"'or‘ the, . cathode 7 between the-same and the adjacent’ftri'g'ger" 

electrode 29 or 21, respectively.‘ Assuming '-that,=f,or 
example, breakdown ‘is ?rst initiated between the‘trig'gerl 
electrode 21 and the cathode 7, an arc passes there-l ' ' 
between, dropping the potential of the trigger electrode j a 
21 to the potential of the cathode 7. ‘ By providing ‘su?i-j Q , 
icient isolating impedance‘between the trigger electrode _, 
21 and the next adjacent‘ trigger electrode 23,’ as, later i ’ 

discussed, the potential of'the trigger electrode. 23v does notydr’op to the cathode potential at the’ instantiofiltlie 
discharge between thecathode 7 and theftrigge‘r electrode 
21, but remains at a high ‘potential with "respectwtheret" 
The spacebetweenihe .cathoderpotential trigger'fielect ‘ de 

21 and._;the.adjacent trigger?electrode'23 {thus lne’, , comes, .broken_.down, ;Again,(r;by providing s the in 1-, 
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Similarly, successive break downs will occur in series 
between the trigger electrode 25 and the trigger electrode 
27, and then between the trigger electrode 27 and the 
trigger electrode 29, and ?nally between the trigger elec 
trode 29 and the anode 5, as later more fully discussed. 
The voltage applied between the anode 5 and the cathode 
7 can thus become discharged in the space between them, 
producing a high-intensity ?ash. In view of the series 
break-down conducting, guiding or stabilizing process of 
the trigger electrodes, moreover, the discharge takes 
place accurately along a ?xed path, within the volume 
de?ned by the space between the anode and cathode, 
without wandering or ?uctuating. 
The spacing between the anode 5 and the adjacent trig 

ger electrode 29 is substantially equal to the spacing be 
tween the successive trigger electrodes and thespacing 
between the cathode 7 and the adjacent trigger electrode 
21, and is less than the distance from the free ends of the 
trigger electrodes to any portion of the envelope, as shown. 
The reason for this substantially equal spacing resides 
in the fact that the minimum breakdown potential be 
tween successive trigger electrodes must be equal in order 
to ensure the successive guiding of the break down in 
the desired successive series path. The possibility of 
break-down commencing from the cathode and then start 
ing from the anode, leaving an intermediate region of 
the space therebetween unionized, is thus eliminated. A 
desirable spacing for a xenon tube of the above-described 
character is about three-eighths of an inch. The free ends 
of the trigger electrodes 21, 23, 25, 27, 29 preferably lie 
along a substantially straight line, shown dotted at L, 
connecting the anode 5 and the cathode 7 between re~ 
gions thereof near their upper surfaces, de?ning the upper 
limit or boundary of the space between the anode 5 and 
the cathode 7. This construction maintains the are dis 
charge as far removed from the electrode supports there 
below as possible, insuring that the discharge takes place 
in the desired region only. Further to achieve this end, ' 
the trigger electrodes 21 and 29 may be supported on 
one side of the tube by respective conductive-pin sup 
ports 121 and 129, and the trigger electrodes 23, 25 and 
27 may be supported at the other side upon respective 
conductive-pin supports 123, 125 and 127. The pin sup 
ports 121, 123, 125, 127 and 129 may also extend 
through the base of the envelope 1. By inclinedly secur 
ing the trigger electrodes to their supports, as illustrated, 
such as with the aid of solder, and by causing groups of 
the trigger electrodes to. enter the discharge region be 
tween the anode 5 and the cathode 7 from opposite sides, 
the trigger electrodes may be spaced from one another 
by greater distances at their lower portions, adjacent their 
supports, than at the discharge region L. The resulting 
minimum trigger-electrode spacing along the region L 
gives rise to minimum discharge impedance between the 
trigger electrodes therealong and further insures that the 
discharge is con?ned to the desired path. These precau 
tions are important since a large safety margin is essen 

of the tube. 
It will be observed that the trigger electrodes 21 and 

29 are shown preferably provided with respective sleeves 
or coverings 21’ and 29’. These sleeves may be of insu 
lating material, such as glass, and they serve to aid in 
the initial arc break-down to the adjacent cathode or 
anode by reducing the required break-down potential. 
Once that initial break-down occurs,‘ of course, sufficient 
ions are present so that the other trigger electrodes do 
not require such sleeves. ’ - _' I 

"As disclosed in my 'copending application, ‘Serial No. 
‘428,446, ?led May 10, 1954, now Patent No. 2,812,465, 
'and‘ entitled Gaseous Discharge Device, electrical trap 
ping devices, preferably in the form of conductive wire 
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-tial to render substantially impossible arcing at the base ‘ 
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meshscreens or cages, maybe employedat the rear and ~ ‘ 

side edges of the cathode 73an_d thetanode’ 5 external to 
“the discharge space-Y‘ between-the cathodeand anode. .If 75,. 

4 
particles of the sintered material of the cathode and anode 
are sputtered off, or driven by the force of the discharge 
between the anode and cathode toward the walls of the 
envelope 1, appreciable quantities of the sputtered mate 
rial will be prevented by these traps from traveling back 
to the region between the anode and the cathode after 
the discharge. In the tube of Fig. 1, the substantially 
rectangular parallelopiped-type wire-mesh screens or 
cages are ‘shown at 5’ and 7' receiving the outer positions 
of the anode 5 and cathode 7, respectively, and supported 
by members 50 and 70 that, in turn connect with respec 
tive pin supports 105 and 107. The trapping screens 5' 
and 7’ and theirsupporting elements 50-105 and 70 
107 are maintained at ?oating potential, thus isolated 
from the potentials applied to the tube electrodes and in 
capable of supporting a spurious discharge to their sur 
faces. 
The electric circuits for operating the ?ash tube of the 

present invention may assume the form illustrated in 
Fig. 2 in which a ?ash capacitor or capacitors 6 is or are 
charged through a limiting impedance 4 from a power 
,supply energy source 2. The upper and lower terminals 
of the capacitor 6 are shown connected by conductors 
115 and 117, respectively, to the pins 15 and 17 connected 
with the anode 5 and the cathode 7. The voltage thus 
developed between the anode and cathode is, as before 
explained, insu?icient in and of itself to effect a discharge 
therebetween. A trigger circuit 8 may comprise a thyra 
tron or other switching circuit adapted to discharge a 
capacitor 10 through the primary winding 46 of a tiigger 
transformer 45 to produce a trigger pulse. The trigger 
circuit 8 may be controlled by a stroboscope frequency 
control 12, as of the type disclosed in my United States 
Letters Patent No. 2,331,317 issued on October 12,1943. 
The trigger pulse so produced may initiate or trigger the 
successive electrode break-down before discussed in order 
to permit the energy stored in the capacitor 6 to dis 
charge between the anode 5 and the cathode 7, thereby 
to produce a high-intensity brief ?ash or repetition of 
?ashes. Trigger circuits of this character are also dis 
closed in United States Letters Patent No. 2,478,901 
issued on August 16, 1949 to Harold E. Edgerton. 

Each trigger electrode 21, 23, 25, 27 and 29 is pro 
vided with an electrical connection from the respective 
pins 121, 123, 125, 127 and 129 that includes an isolating 
impedance, as previously mentioned. The isolating im 
pedances are illustrated as respective capacitors 31, 33, 
35, 37 and 39 which, in accordance with the present in 
vention, are all connected together at 41 and by a con 
ductor 42 to the upper terminal of a preferably step-up 
secondary winding 43 of the trigger transformer 45. The 
lower terminal of the secondary winding 43 is connected 
by conductor 47 to the cathode 7 and is connected, also, 
to the lower terminal of the primary winding 46. The 
trigger pulse developed in the trigger transformer 45 
will therefore cause the successive series trigger-electrode 
breakdown before described, terminating in the discharge 
of the ?ash capacitor 6 between the anode 5 and cathode 
7. Repetitive trigger pulses will effect repetitive dis 
charges of this character, the frequency‘of repetition 
being limited solely by the charging time constant of 
the ?ash capacitor charging circuit 2, 4, 6. 

It has not heretofore been explained in detail how, 
once the guided break-down phenomenon reaches the 
trigger electrode 29, further breakdown will occur in 

.the space ‘between the trigger electrode 29 and the anode 
5 to complete the triggering effect. This result is achieved 
through designing the trigtten'ng circuit comprising ‘the 
trigger, electrodes, their isolating capacitances, the ‘see 
ondary winding 43 and the conductors 42'and 47 to be 63-. 

tcillatory at a relatively high radio-frequency when ‘shock 
excited by the trigger pulse.__ Under such circumstanceSLa 
high rate ofv rise of voltagewill be‘ momentarily ,main 
,tained'at'the trigger electrode 29..that'.will break ‘down 
.thezlastgantotheianadei , 
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A somewhat modi?ed constructionis- illustrated in Fig; 

4 in which substantially parallel outer trigger'electrodes 
21, 29 and center trigger electrode 25 enter the discharge 
space from one side of the tube and substantially parallel 
second and fourth‘ trigger electrodes 23 and 27 enter 
from the other side. Since none of the trigger electrode 
mountings or supports is adjacent the mounting or support 
of the next successive electrode, the lowest impedance 
path between successive trigger electrodes is again along 
the desired discharge path between the anode 5 and the 
cathode 7. The trigger electrodes may thus be disposed 
substantially perpendicular to the direction of the said 
discharge path between the anode and cathode. 

:In Fig. 3 there is shown another arrangement in which 
the trigger electrodes ‘are substantially parallel to one 
another and substantially normal to the discharge path 
‘between the anode and cathode. Between the anode and 
cathode there-is disposed an insulating member 19, as of 
alumina ceramic and the like, that preferably extends 
horizontally along substantially the complete space be 
tween the anode 5 and the cathode 7. The insulating 
member 19 supports the plurality of substantially vertical 
trigger electrodes 21, 23, 25, 27 and 29. Insulating 
beads 60, depending from the lower surface of the insulat 
ing support 19 that de?nes the lower boundary of the dis 
charge space between'the anode'and cathode, provide a 
greater and hence higher-impedance path between adjac 
ent trigger electrodes than along the upper boundary 
thereof, thus again insuring that the discharge takes place 
along the desired path only. The same trigger breakdown 
phenomenon before-described takes place in sequence 
between the successively positioned‘ trigger electrodes, 
guiding or stabilizing the discharge along the line of the 
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free ends of the trigger electrodes andrthus preventing _ 
wandering. The sputter traps 5’ and 7’ are in this ‘case 
connected at their bases to the anode 5 and cathode _7, 
respectively, to assume the potentials thereof. The spac 
ingbetween the other portions of the sputter traps and 
the other portions of the adjacent anode and cathode, 
however, arelmade sufficiently ‘large compared with the 
spacing from the anodepjand cathode to the ‘respective 
adjacent triggering electrodes 29' and 21, that a discharge 
cannot take place between the anode and cathode and 
their respective traps. ' . 

While the trigger-electrode isolating impedances have 
been illustrated as physical capacitors 31, 33, _35, 37 and 
39, they may assume other forms such as ‘inductive or 
other impedance elements, including distributed capaci 
tance elements. Appropriate spacing of the leads 121, 
123, 125, 127 and 129 or conductive extensions thereof, 
such as the respective'preferably coaxial-line sections 
221, 223, 225, 227 and 229 of Figs. 5 and 6, can provide 
the necessary isolating-impedance distributedcapacitance 
31, 33, 35, 37 and 39. In Figs. 5 and 6,-a further coaxial 
line section 141, connected to thepoint '41, is inserted in 
the center of the extensions22y1, 223, 225, 227 ‘and 229 
in order to be capacitively coupled thereto to the desired 
degree. The tube 1, moreover, mayrbe disposed'in a 
socket 80 mountedin the focal region of- forward or rear 
ward parabolic re?ectors R or R to‘ ‘provide’ directive 
beams of ?ashing light. I . . _ V > 

As an illustration, a ?ashtube of the above-described 
character containing xenon gas at about one atmosphere 
pressure and having a short space between the anode and 
cathode of about three-eighths of an inch, has been 
operated stroboscopically with a capacitor 6 of about 0.5 
microfarad, producing a ?ashing‘ voltage of about 400 
volts, with a trigger voltage of about 3000 volts. -Over 
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Further modi?cations will occur to those skilled jin" the 
art and all such are considered to fall within the spirit 
and scope of the invention as de?ned in the appended‘ 
claims. . 1 

' What is claimedis: ' i . , a 

‘1. A high-pressure ‘gaseous-discharge device having a 
gas-?lled envelope within the gas of which are disposed 
an anode and a cathode spaced from the anode, the 
envelope having’ wall regions considerably spaced from 
the anode and cathode and the volume de?ned by the 
space therebetween so thatsuch wall regions cannot assist 
in con?ning a discharge between the anode and-cathode 
to a column of gas restricted substantially only to the 
said volume, and a plurality of trigger electrodes the free 
endsof which are successively disposed at substantially 
equal intervals in the space and direction between the 
anode and the cathode, thesaid intervals being less than 
the'distance from the free end of each trigger electrode to 
any portion of the envelope in order to con?ne the anode 
ttglcathode discharge substantially to the said volume 
0 y. ' ' j 

2. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled enve 
lope, within the gas of the device'an anode, a cathode 
spacedfrom the anode, and‘ a plurality of wire probe-type 
trigger electrodes successively disposed at substantially 
equal intervals in the ‘space and direction ‘between the V 
anode and the cathode, the said intervals being less than 
the distance from the free end of each trigger electrode to 
any portion of the envelope in order to con?ne'the anode 
to-cathode discharge substantially to the volume between 
the'anode and cathode only. ' ' '» 

v.3. A'gaseous-discharge device having a‘gas-?lled enve-. 
‘lope within'the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spacedfrorn the anode, and a plurality of substantially 
linear trigger electrodes successive-1y disposed at substan- 
tially equal intervals in the space and direction between 
thejanode and thecatho'de with the free ends of, the’ 
trigger electrodes lying'along a substantially straight line 

between the ano_-de and the. cathode, the said intervals 1 "being less than the distance from the free end'fof each~ ' ' 

trigger electrode_to'any portion of the envelope in ‘order 1 V‘ ' 
to con?ne the anode~to~cathodedischarge substantially 
to the volume? between the anode and cathode only. 

‘ 4. gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled enve 
lope within the gas of the device an'anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of substantially 
linear trigger electrodes successively disposedat substanj-v ' 
tially equal intervals in the space and direction between 
the anode and the cathode with the free ends of the trigger 
electrodes lying along a substantially straight line in close 
‘proximity to a line de?ning one'boundary of the said , 
space ‘between corresponding edges of 1 the anode and ' , 
cathode,.the said intervals being less than the distance": . 

' ‘fromthe'free end ofeach trigger electrode to any portion 
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a period of 20 ‘hours of repetitive-flashing life-testing 1 
‘operation at sixty ?ashes-per second, ‘the light energy 
transmitted from the flashtube was found to drop negligi 
bly; The el?ciency and light output with theY400-Vo‘lt 
voltage before mentionedvwas' about four times that of 
comparable present-day :?ashtubes utilized for strobo 
scopic purposes. , g ' > . 
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between the anode ‘and cathode only; > -. . 4 
I '6. A gaseous-discharge ‘device having a gas-?llemen-l. 
=velope,_within thegasof»the-devicean anode, a cathode,‘ 

of the envelope in order'to con?ne the anode-to-cathode- ~ i. 
discharge substantially to the volume between‘the, anode l 
and cathode only. . ' > 

5. A gaseous-'discharge'device having a gas~?lled v1' 
velope, withinthe'gasof the device an anode, a, cathode -' ‘ 
spaced from‘theanode, and a plurality of trigger elec- 1 
trodes successively “disposed at substantially, equal vVin, 
tervals‘ in‘ the space and direction between the anode " 
~andthe cathode with’ the free ends of thertriggerwelecl 
trodes lying:along a substantially straight line displaced 
from one boundary of the said space between thejano'de I‘ 

and cathode and the breakdown discharge-impedance .between the. successive trigger electrodes at theJs-aid 7 . 

o‘ne’boundary'of the said space being greater thanrithat along the said line, the said intervals being lessthan ’ . 

the distance frorn'the free endof 'ea'ch trigger electrode‘ > to any. portion, of‘ the. envelope‘, inorder to-con?ne; the. 

anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to._.theivolu'rne 



7 
spaced‘from the anode, particle-trapping meansdisposed 
adjacent the anode and cathode at regions removed 
from the space between them, and a plurality’ of trigger 
electrodes successively disposed at substantially equal 
intervals in the space and direction between‘ the anode 
and the cathode, the said intervals being less than the 
distance from the free end of each trigger electrode to 
any portion of the envelope in order to con?ne the 
anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to the volume 
between the anode and cathode only. 

7. A gaseous-discharge‘ device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode‘, a cathode 
spaced from‘ the anode, particle-trapping means dis’ 
posed adjacent the anode and cathode at regions re 
moved from the space between them, and a plurality of ’ 
trigger electrodes successively disposed at ‘substantially 
equal intervals in the‘ space and direction between the 
anode and the cathode with the free ends of the trigger 
electrodes lying along a substantially straight line be 
tween the anode and the cathode, the said intervals being 
less than the distance from the free end of each trigger 
electrode to any portion of the envelope in order to 
con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to 
the volume bet-ween the anode and cathode only. 

8. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, particle-trapping means disposed 
adjacent the anode and cathode at regions removed from 
the space between them, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively disposed at substantially equal in 
tervals in the space and direction between the anode 
and the cathode with the free ends of the trigger elec 
trodes lying along a substantially straight line displaced 
from one boundary of the said space between the anode 
and cathode and the breakdown discharge-impedance 
between the successive trigger electrodes at the said one 
boundary of the said space being greater than that along 
the said line, the said intervals being less than the dis 
tance from the free end of each trigger electrode to 
any portion of the envelope in order to con?ne the 
anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to the volume 
between the anode and cathode only. 

9. A geasous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cath 
ode spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger 
electrodes successively disposed at substantially equal 
intervals in the space and direction between the anode 
and the cathode, the trigger electrodes adjacent both 
the anode and cathode each being provided with means 
for reducing the break-down potential between it and 
the adjacent anode or cathode, the said intervals being 
less than the distance from the free end of each trigger 
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electrode to any portion of the envelope in order to con- _ 
?ne the anode'to-cathode discharge substantially to the 
volume between the anode and cathode only. 

10. A gaseous~discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively disposed at substantially equal in 
tervals in the space and direction between the anode and 
the cathode, the trigger electrodes adjacent both the 
‘anode and cathode each being provided with an insulat 
ing covering for reducing the break-down potential be 
tween it and the adjacent anode or cathode, the said in 
tervals being less than the distance from the free end 
of each trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope 
in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge sub 
stantially to the volume between the anode and cathode 
only. 

11. A gaseous-‘discharge device having a gas-?lled en‘; 
‘velope, within the- gas of'thedevice ani-anode',.a‘ cathode 
‘spaced from the anode, and a plurality‘ of trigger: elec 
trodes successively disposed ‘at substantially equal in 
tervals in the space and direction between‘ the-ano'deand 
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8 
being provided with means for reducing the break-down 
potential between it and the anode, the said intervals 
being less than’ the distance from the free end of each 
trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope in order 
toe'con?ne‘ the anode-to-cathode discharge substantially 
to the volume between the anode and cathode only. 

12. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, Within‘ the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively disposed at substantially equal in 
tervals in the space and direction between the anode and 
the‘ cathode, the trigger electrode adjacent the cathode 
being provided with means for reducing the break 
down potential between it and the cathode, the said in 
tervals being less than‘ the distance from the free end 
of each trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope 
in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge sub 
stantially to the volume between the anode and cathode 
only. 

13. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively disposed at intervals in the space and 
direction between the anode and the cathode, the trigger 
electrodes being supported at points external to the 
space between the anode and cathode and extending in 
clinedly into the said space, the said intervals being less 
than the distance from the free end of each trigger elec 
trode to any portion of the envelope in order to con 
?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to the 
volume between the anode and cathode only. 

14. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively disposed at intervals in the space and 
direction between the anode and the cathode, the trigger 
electrodes being supported at points external to the 
space between the anode and cathode and extending 
inclinedly into the said space with their free ends lying 
along a substantially straight line between the anode 
and the cathode, the said intervals being less than the 
distance from the free end of each trigger electrode to 
any portion of the envelope in order to con?ne the 
anode-to—cathode discharge substantially to the volume 
between‘ the anode and cathode only. 
7 15. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trig er elec 
trodes successively disposed at intervals in the space and 
direction between the anode and the cathode, the trigger 
electrodes being supported at points external to the space 
between the anode and cathode and extending inclinedly 
into‘ the said space with their free ends lying along a 
substantially straight line between portions of the anode 
and the cathode furthest removed from the said points, 
the said intervals being less than the distance from the 
free end’ ofeach trigger electrode to any portion of the 
envelope in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode dis 
charge substantially to the volume between the anode 
and cathode only. 

16. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec~ 
trodes successively disposed at substantially equal in 
tervals in the space and direction between the anode and 
the cathode with the free ends of the trigger electrodes 
lying along a substantially straight line between the anode 
and cathode and the spacing between the successive 
trigger electrodes being less at the said -fr_ee ends than at 
other portions thereof to‘ provide less breakdown dis~ 
charge-impedance between the‘ successive“ trigger elec 
trodes. along‘ the. said line, the said intervals being less 
than the"distance from? the' free end of each trigger elec 

‘the? cathode‘, ‘the trigger‘ ’electrode adjacent the anode 77*5 trode to any portion of the envelope in ‘order to. con?ne 
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the‘ anode-to-cathode ‘discharge substantially to the vol 
ume bet-ween the anode and cathode only. 

l7.v A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, an insulating member disposed 
in the space and direction between the anode and the 
cathode, and a plurality of trigger electrodes succes 
sively supported by the insulating member at succesively 
disposed intervals therealong, the said intervals being 
less than the distance from the free end of each trigger 
electrode to any portion of the envelope in order to con 
?ne’the anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to the 
volume between the anode and cathode only; 
I 18. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 

velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, an insulating member disposed in 
the space and direction between the anode and the cath 
ode, and a plurality of trigger electrodes successively sup 
ported by the insulating member at successively disposed 
intervals therealong with the free ends of the trigger elec 
trodes lying along a substantially straight line displaced 
from one boundary of the said space and the portions of 
the trigger electrodes at the said one boundary being pro 
vided. with insulation coverings that provide greater 
breakdown discharge-impedance between thelsuccessive 
trigger electrodes than along the said line, the said inter~ 
vals being less than the distance from the free end of' 
each trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope in 
order to con?ne the‘ anode-to-cathode discharge substan 
tially to the volume between the anode and cathodeonly. 

19. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode electrode, 
a cathode electrode spaced from the anode electrode, con 
ductive-screen trapping means disposed adjacent at least 
one of the said electrodes at regions removed from the 
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space between them and maintained at ?oating potential ' 
‘with respect to the said one electrode, and a plurality of 
trigger electrodes disposed at successive intervals in the 
space-‘and direction between the anode and the cathode, 
the. said intervals being less than the distance from the 
free end of eachltriggerelectrode to any portion of the 
‘envelope in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode dis 
charge substantially to the volume between the anode 
and cathode only. . 
I 20. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lleden 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode electrode, a 
cathode electrode spaced ‘from the anode electrode, con 
ductive-screen trapping means disposed adjacent at least 
one of the said electrodes at regions removed from the 
space between them, and a plurality of triggerelectrodes 
disposed at successive intervals in the space and direction 
between the anode and the cathode, the trappingmeans 
being electrically connected at a region thereof to the‘ 
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said, one electrode but spaced- therefrom at other regions 7 
asu?icient distance relative to the spacing between the» 
said one electrode and the trigger electrode closest there 
to'to insure a discharge to the closest trigger electrode 
"and‘not tovthe'trapping'rneans, the said intervalsbeing 
less than the distance from the free end of each trigger 
electrode totany portion of the envelope in order to con 
?ne theanode-to-cathode discharge substantially to the 
volume between the anodeand cathode only. 

21. A gaseous-discharge device having within, the gas 
at the-device an anode electrode,'.a cathode electrode 
“spaced from‘the anode electrode, conductive-screen trap-, 
ping :rneans disposed adjacentfatgleast one, of the said 
electrodes at regions removed from; the: space between 
'them’,‘ and trigger‘ electrode means; associated with' the " 
espace"betweenthe anode,andth_e cathode,,the trapping 
means'ibeing: electrically connected at aregion' thereof to 

t {the said one electrode but spaceditherefrom at other re 
f Igions a‘sut?cientdistance-relative. to the spacingbetween‘ 
v“the-[said oneelectrode‘and thetrigg'er electrode means to 

' insurelaidi-schargeitol the trigger'electrode means and not 
‘kitQ'th?i-lrapping means, “ " ' ‘i . ~ - a ~ ‘ » 
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'the space between‘ them, and aplurality of‘ trigger elec 

. 10 
22. A gaseous-discharge device having within the gas 

of the device an anode electrode, a. cathode electrode 
spaced from the anode electrode, and conductive-screen 
trapping means disposed adjacent at least one of the said 
electrodes at regions removedfrom the'space between 
them, the trapping means being connected at one region 
to the said one electrode and spaced from other regions 
thereof. ' ' 

23. A gaseous-discharge device having within thegas 
of the device an anode electrode, a cathode electrode 

' spaced from the anode electrode, and open-cage conduc 
tive-screen trapping means for receiving at least one of 
the said electrodes with the opening of the cage ‘facing 
the said space between the anode and cathode electrodes, 
the trapping means being maintained at ?oating potential 
with respect to the said one electrode. ' ' - 

24. A gaseous-discharge device having within ,thegas 
of the device an ‘anode electrode, a cathode electrode 
spaced from the anode electrode,‘ and open-cage conduca 
tive-screen trapping means for receiving at least one of 
the said electrodes with the opening of the cage facing 
the said space between the anode and cathode electrodes, 
thevtrapping means being connected at a predetermine 
region to the said one electrode. , - , 

25. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled ‘en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively ‘disposed at substantially equal inter 
vals in the space and direction between the anode and 
the cathode, the anode and cathode each comprising sin— 
tered members of the cold-cathode type, the said intervals 
being less than the distance from the free end of each 
trigger electrodeto any portion of the envelope in order 
to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to 
the volume between the anode and cathode only. _ 

26. A gaseous-discharge device having'a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively disposed at substantially equal intervals 
in the space and direction between the anode and the 
cathode with the free ends of the trigger electrodes lying , 
along a substantially straightlinebetweenjthe anodeand ' ' 
the cathode, the anode and cathode each comprising sin‘ 
tered members of the cold-cathode type, the said intervals 
being less than the distance from the free end ,of'each. 
trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope in or 
der to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge, substan 
tially to the volume between the anode and cathode'only, V - I 

i 27. A gaseous-discharge device ‘having a gas-?lled‘ en 

velope, within the gas of the, device an anode,‘a cathode , spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger 'elec7 " _. 

trodes successively disposed at substantially equal intei-_ 2 

vals‘in the space and ‘direction between the anode ‘and 
the cathode with the free ends of the ‘trigger. electrodes‘ ~ 
lying along a substantiallyistraight line, displaced?fi'omi 
one. boundary of the said ‘space between the anodef'and 
vcathode and the breakdown discharge-impedance between , ' 
the successive trigger electrodes at the‘ said one boundary , 
of the said space being greater than that along thesaid ' 

line, the anode and cathode each comprising sintered members of the cold-cathode type,pthe' said intervals being 
less than the distance from the free end of each'trigg'er 
electrode to any portion of the envelope in order to con: ' 

the , ?ne the anode-to-cathodedischarge substantially to 

volume between the-anode and cathode only. i _ I I s 28. A gaseous-discharge device having aj‘gas-?lled en 

velope,>within the gas of the device an anode, a‘;cathode_f spaced from the anode, particle-trapping'means'disposedl‘ 

adjacent the anode and cathodeatrr'egions- removedfrorn 

trodes successively disposed vat substantially equal-inter, 
vals in the space and direction between'theganode and 
the cathode ‘with; the free-ends of; theitrigger, electrodes’ 

' lyingfalong a substantially's'traight ‘line between ithe anode; 
‘and; the cathode,;.the anode ‘and cathode :eacblcomprising 
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sintered members of the cold-cathode type, the said in 
tervals being less than the distance from the free end of 
each trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope ‘in 
order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge substan 
tially to the volume between the anode and cathode only. 

29. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively disposed at substantially equal inter 
vals in the space and direction between the anode and 
the cathode, the trigger electrodes adjacent both the 
anode and cathode each being provided with means for 
‘reducing the break-down potential between it and the ad 
jacent anode or cathode, the anode and cathode each 
comprising sintered members of the cold-cathode type, 
the said intervals being less than the distance from the 
free end of each trigger electrode to any portion of the 
envelope in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode dis 
charge substantially to the volume between the anode 
and cathode only. 

30. A gaseous~discharge device having a gas-‘illed 
envelope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, and a plurality of trigger elec 
trodes successively disposed at substantially equal inter 
vals in the space and direction between the anode and 
the cathode with the free ends of the trigger electrodes 
lying along a substantially straight line between the anode 
and cathode and the spacing between the successive trig 
ger electrodes being less at the said free ends than at , 
other portions thereof to provide less breakdown dis 
charge-impedance between the successive trigger elec 
trodes along the said line, the anode and cathode each 
comprising sintered members of the cold-cathode type, 
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the said intervals being less than the distance from the . 
free end of each trigger electrode to any portion of the 
envelope in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode dis 
charge substantially to the volume between the vanode 
and cathode only. 

31. A gaseous-discharge device having within the gas 
of the device an anode electrode, a cathode electrode 
spaced from the anode electrode, and conductive-screen 
trapping means disposed adjacent at least one of the said 
electrodes at regions removed from the space between 
them, the trapping means being connected at one region 
to the said one electrode and spaced from other regions 
thereof, the anode and cathode each comprising sintered 
members of the cold-cathode type. 

32. A gaseous-discharge device having within the gas 
of the device an anode electrode, a cathode electrode 
spaced from the anode electrode, and open-cage conduc 
tive-screen trapping means for receiving at least one of 
the said electrodes with the opening of the cage facing 
the said space between the anode and cathode electrodes, 
the trapping means being maintained at ?oating poten 
tial with respect to the said one electrode, the anode 
and cathode each comprising sintered members of the 
cold-cathode type. 

33. A gaseous’discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cold , 
cathode spaced from the anode and a plurality of sub 
stantially linear trigger electrodes successively dis 
posed at intervals in the space and direction between the 
anode and the cathode, a plurality of electrical lead-con 
nections each connected at one end to one of the plurality 
of trigger electrodes and each containing isolating im 
pedance, the other ends of all the lead-connections being 
connected together, the said intervals being less than 
the distance ‘from’ the free end of each‘ trigger electrode 
to any portion of theenvelope in order to con?ne‘ the 
‘anode-to-cathodeldischarge substantially to the volume 
between the anode and cathode'on'ly. ' ‘ 
‘1-34. gaseous-discharge device h'a'vTng a- gasé?lled enve 

i-lop'e, within-the‘gas of thedevice anianode, a cold cathode 
tspaced tram #the anode and -a ‘plurality ‘of substantially‘ - 
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linear ‘trigger electrodes successively disposed at inter 
vals in the space and direction between the anode and 
the cathode, a plurality of electrical lead-connections 
each connected at one end to one of the plurality of trig 
ger electrodes and each containing isolating capacitance, 
the other ends of all the lead-connections being connected 
together, the said intervals ‘being less than the distance 
from the free end of each trigger electrode to any portion 
of the envelope in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode 
discharge substantially to the volume between the anode 
and cathode only. 

35. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cold 
cathode spaced from the anode, a plurality of substantially 
linear trigger electrodes successively disposed at sub 
stantially equal intervals in the space and direction be 
tween the anode and the cathode with the free ends of 
the trigger electrodes lying along a substantially straight 
line between the anode and the cathode, and a plurality 
of electrical ‘lead-connections each connected at one end 
to one of the plurality of trigger electrodes and each 
containing isolating impedance, the other ends of all of 
the lead~connections being connected together, the said 
intervals being less than the distance from the free end 
of each trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope 
in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge sub 
stantially to the volume between the anode and cathode 
only. 

36. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, a plurality of trigger electrodes 
successively disposed at substantially equal intervals in the 
space and direction between the anode and the cathode 
with the free ends of the trigger electrodes lying along 
a substantially straight line displaced from one boundary 
of the said space between the anode and cathode and 
the breakdown discharge-impedance between the succes 
sive trigger electrodes at the said one boundary of the 
said space being greater than that along the said line, 
and a plurality of electrical lead-connections each con 
nected at one end to one of the plurality of trigger elec 
trodes and each’ containing isolating impedance, the other 
ends of all of the lead-connections being connected to 
gether, the said intervals being less than the distance 
from the free end of each trigger electrode to any por 
tion of the envelope in order to con?ne the anode-to 
cathode discharge substantially to the volume between 
the anode and cathode only. 

37. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, Within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
‘spaced from the anode, particle-trapping means disposed 
adjacent the anode and cathode at regions removed from 
the space between them, a plurality of trigger electrodes 
successively disposed at substantially equal intervals in 
the space and direction between the anode ‘and the 
cathode with the free ends of the trigger electrodes lying 
along a substantially straight line between the anode 
and the cathode, and a plurality of electrical lead-con 
nections each connected at one end to one of the plu 
ralityof trigger electrodes and each containing isolating 
impedance, the other ends of all of the lead-connections 
being connected together, the said intervals being less than 
the distance from'the free end of each trigger electrode 

-to any portion of the envelope in order to con?ne the 
65' anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to the volume 

between 'theanode and cathode only. _ m 
38. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 

velope, within‘ the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced fromthe anode, a plurality of ‘triggerelectrodes 
successively disposed at substantially equal intervalsjn 
the‘ space and direction ‘between the anode and the 
cathode, the trigger electrodes adjacent both the anode and 
cathode Jeac‘h beinggprov-ided :withmeans for, reducing 
the b'reak-‘down'lpotential ;between. it and the adjacent 
anode or cathode, and a plurality of electricalleadwom 
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nections each connected at one end to one of the plu 
rality of trigger electrodes and each containing isolating 
impedance, the other ends of all of the lead-connections 
being connected together, the said intervals being less than 
the distance from the free end of each trigger electrode 
to any portion of the envelope in order to con?ne the 
anode-to-cathode discharge substantially to the volume 
between the anode and cathode only. 

39. A gaseous-discharge device having a gas-?lled en 
velope, within the gas of the device an anode, a cathode 
spaced from the anode, a plurality of trigger electrodes 
successively disposed at substantially equal intervals in 
the space and direction between the anode and the 
cathode with the free ends of the trigger electrodes lying 
along a substantially straight line between the anode 
and cathode and the spacing between the successive trig 
ger electrodes being less at the said free ends than at 
other portions thereof to provide less breakdown dis~ 
charge-impedance between the successive trigger electrodes 
along the said line, and a plurality of electrical lead 
connections each connected at one end to one of the 
plurality of trigger electrodes and each containing iso 
'lating impedance, the other ends of all of the lead-con 
nections being connected together, the said intervals being 
less than the distance from the free end of each trigger 
electrode to any portion of the envelope in order to con 
?ne the anode-to-catho'de discharge substantially to the 
volume between the anode and cathode only. 

40. An electric system having, in combination, a 
gaseous-discharge device provided with an envelope con 
taining an anode, a cathode spaced from the anode and 
a plurality of trigger electrodes successively disposed at 
intervals in the space and direction between the anode and 
the cathode, energy-supplying means connected between 
the anode and the cathode, a trigger circuit connected to 
one only of the anode and cathode for initiating the dis 
charge of energy from the energy-supplying means be 
tween the anode and the cathode, and a plurality of elec 
trical connections, one for connecting each of the plu 
rality of trigger electrodes to the trigger circuit, each 
electrical connection containing isolating impedance, the 
said intervals being less than the distance from the free 
end of each trigger electrode to any portion of the en 
velope in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge 
substantially to the volume between the anode and cath 
ode only. 

41. An electric system having, in combination, a 
gaseous-discharge device provided with an envelope con 

. taining an anode, a cathode spaced from the anode and 
a plurality of trigger electrodes successively disposed at 
intervals in the space and direction between the anode 
and the cathode, energy-supplying means connected be 
tween the anode and the cathode, a trigger circuit con 
nected to one only of the anode and cathode for initiating 
the discharge of energy from the energy-supplying means 
between the anode and the cathode, and a plurality of elec 
trical connections, one for connecting each of the plurality 
of trigger electrodes to the trigger circuit, each electrical 
connection containing isolating capacitance, the said in 
tervals being less than the distance from the free end 
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of each trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope 
in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge sub 
stantially to the volume between the anode and cathode 
only. 

42. An electric system having, in combination, a 
gaseous-discharge device provided with an envelope con 
taining an anode, a cathode spaced from the anode and 
a plurality of trigger electrodes successively disposed at 
intervals in the space and direction between the anode 
and the cathode, energy-supplying means connected be 
tween the anode and the cathode, a trigger circuit con 
nected to one only of the anode and cathode for initiat 
ing the discharge of energy from the energy-supplying 
means between the anode and the cathode, and a plural 
ity of electrical connections, one for connecting each of . 
the plurality of trigger electrodes to the trigger circuit, 
each electrical connection containing isolating impedance 
and the trigger circuit and associated trigger electrode con 
nections having a high radio-frequency natural oscillation 
frequency, the said intervals being less than the distance 
from the free end of'each trigger electrode to any por 
tion of the envelope in order to con?ne the anode-to 
cathode discharge substantially to the volume between 
the anode and cathode only. 

43. An electric system having, in combination, a 
gaseous-discharge device provided with an envelope con 
taining an anode, a cathode spaced from the anode and 
a plurality of trigger electrodes successively disposed at 
intervals in the space and direction between the anode 
and the cathode, energy-supplying means connected be 
tween the anode and the cathode, a trigger circuit con 
nected to one only of the anode and cathode for initiating 
the discharge of energy from the energy-supplying means 
between the anode and the cathode, and a plurality of 
electrical connections, one for connecting to each of the 
plurality of trigger electrodes, the electrical connections 
being capacitively connected to the trigger circuit, the said 
intervals being less than the distance from the free end 
of each trigger electrode to any portion of the envelope 
in order to con?ne the anode-to-cathode discharge sub 
stantially to the volume between the anode and cathode 
only. 
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